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ABSTRACT
The Fire Weather Index System has been in use across Canada for the past 30 years in the daily operations
of fire management agencies. As part of this system, the Drought Code (DC) was developed to act as a daily
index of water stored in the soil. A major obstacle to the completion of climate risk analyses on the DC is that
lengthy series of daily temperature and precipitation are not available for large portions of the circumboreal
forest. Here the authors present a methodological modification to the daily DC to allow its approximation
using monthly data. This new Monthly Drought Code (MDC) still retains its ability to capture moisture
trends in deep organic layers. On the basis of high-resolution temperature and precipitation data, an analysis
of summer moisture availability across Canada over 190122002 is presented. The driest periods on record
were from the 1920s to the early 1960s, with the driest years being 1955, 1958, and 1961. The wettest period
was from the mid-1960s to the 1980s. For the century-long period, drying was statistically significant in
northern Canada. Locations south of the Hudson Bay, in the eastern Maritimes, and in western Canada
recorded a trend toward decreasing dryness. When analyzed over 195122002, trends could hardly be distinguished from the (multi) decadal variability. Annual values of a spatial average of all July MDC grid cells
showed an excellent fit against fire statistics: 63% of the variance in the Canada-wide annual area burned
from 1959 to 1999 was explained by summer moisture availability.

1. Introduction
The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) System (Van Wagner 1987) has been in use across Canada
for the past 30 years in the daily operations of fire management agencies (http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/). The FWI
System uses daily weather observations (temperature,
rainfall, relative humidity, and wind velocity) to estimate
the moisture content of three different fuel classes and
uses these to generate a set of relative indicators of
potential rate of fire spread, fire intensity, and fuel
consumption. It was in the 1920s that researchers
in Canada began relating day-to-day susceptibility of
forest fires to weather using rating systems for fire
danger (Van Wagner 1987). In subsequent decades, four
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different fire danger systems were developed for various
regions of Canada, with each version based on field
research on the fuel types of local importance. By the
late 1960s, there was an increasing demand by forest fire
control agencies for the development of a new common
set of fire danger–rating indexes for the entire country;
the result was the FWI System. This system retained a
solid link with previous approaches by building on the
best features and adding new components where necessary (Van Wagner 1987). Adaptation or adoption of
the FWI System has now begun in foreign countries, as
methodologies have been developed to electronically
gather daily weather data and produce daily fire weather
and fire behavior potential maps for large portions of
northern Europe and northern Asia (Fire Ecology Research Group 2005; de Groot et al. 2007a). In support
of Canada’s National Forest Carbon Monitoring, Accounting and Reporting System, implementation of the
FWI System in the Carbon Budget Model of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM2CFS3) has also begun (de
Groot et al. 2007b). In this achievement, forest floor
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consumption models for each of the fuel types used
across the country rely on the FWI System.
As part of the FWI system, the Drought Code (DC)
was originally developed to act as a daily index of water
stored in the soil (Turner 1972). Initial studies (e.g.,
Muraro and Lawson 1970) showed that the DC tracked
moisture variations in deep compact duff layers reasonably well, and over time it has come to be used as a
daily indicator of the moisture content of deep layers of
the forest floor (about 20 cm deep on average) or other
heavy (large diameter) fuels. Further studies have shown
that the DC follows moisture in deep organic layers
across a range of stands (Lawson et al. 1996; Wilmore
2001; Abbott et al. 2007; Otway et al. 2007). While the
actual relationship between absolute moisture content
of the various layers studied and the DC has been found
to vary somewhat across stands of significantly different
structure, these studies have shown it is a useful indicator of daily moisture change in the deeper layers of
the forest floor and, consequently, a good indicator of
fire-conducive droughts.
Aside from the daily operations of fire management
agencies, the DC has recently been used in the detection of climate change impacts on wildfire risk across
Canada (Amiro et al. 2004; Girardin et al. 2004b) and for
forecasting wildfire risks over the twenty-first century
(Flannigan et al. 2005; Bergeron et al. 2006; Girardin
and Mudelsee 2008). The rational behind these efforts is
that drought in deep organic material is a determining
factor for forest fire severity, as dry conditions allow
deep burning and smoldering. Therefore, because of its
influence on fire severity, drought is an important agent
for postfire ecosystem structure and function through
indirect impacts on underground plant roots, reproductive tissues, and soil seed banks (Weber and Flannigan
1997). Climatically induced shifts in drought regimes
could subsequently alter forest succession pathways and
induce large changes in forest composition (hardwood
versus conifers), structure (even versus uneven aged
stands), and biodiversity (e.g., de Groot et al. 2003). Also
of concern are potential changes in emissions from biomass burning, as the contribution of fires to the net
annual atmospheric carbon balance of forest landscapes
is not negligible (e.g., Amiro et al. 2001; Coursolle et al.
2006; Kurz et al. 2008). Potential loss of harvestable
trees to fires and the expense of fire suppression, which
in Canada already costs on average 0.5 billion dollars
per year (CDN), must also be considered (period 1985–
2006; Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre 2007,
personal communication). Predicting the risk (probability) of extreme fire-conducive droughts in the regional
domain and on midterm time scales (decades) can help
forest managers and may provide valuable insight into
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the future contribution of Canadian forests to the atmospheric greenhouse gas balance (Kurz et al. 2008).
A major obstacle to the completion of climate risk
analyses on the DC is that lengthy series of daily temperature and precipitation, which are necessary for the
computation of the DC, are not available for large
portions of the circumboreal forest (Groisman et al.
2007). As in many long-term climatology studies, particularly those involving the use of long-term climate
records or output from general circulation models,
modelers must rely on monthly summaries of temperature and total precipitation (among other variables).
Here we present a methodological modification to the
daily DC to allow its approximation using monthly data.
Our approach seeks to provide information on longterm changes in patterns of moisture content of deep
layers of the forest floor that may relate to fire activity
and observed changes in ecological functions and
structures. We recognize that drought and its severity
have been numerically defined in various ways, for example, the daily Keetch–Byram drought index (Keetch
and Byram 1968), as used in the study by Groisman
et al. (2007), the monthly climate moisture index, as
used by Hogg et al. (2005), and the monthly Palmer
drought severity index (PDSI; Palmer 1965), as used
by Dai et al. (2004). Van Wagner (1985) has compared
these indexes; however, our work focused on the DC,
given that it is the heavy fuel moisture index most
commonly used by provincial and national fire agencies
across Canada. The current paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the original formulation of
the DC and presents the new Monthly Drought Code
(MDC). Section 3 describes the sources of meteorological data used to calculate the DC and MDC in this study.
Section 4 presents an example of how the MDC can be
used to evaluate changes in summer moisture availability
across Canada over the twentieth century and a validation of the MDC formulation against wildfire statistics.
Results are presented in section 5, the study is discussed
in section 6, and a summary is presented in section 7.

2. Methods
a. Calculation of the daily Drought Code
In Turner’s (1972) original formulation of the DC
model, called the soil moisture index (SMI), SMI
ranged from 0 to 800 with each unit representing 1/100
of an inch of water (0.254 mm) up to a maximum holding
capacity of 8 in. (or approximately 203 mm) for a deep
organic soil with a fuel load of 50 kg m22. Originally these
physical limits were carried into the FWI System’s version of the DC (Van Wagner 1974); however, subsequent
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studies of deep, thick, organic layers in the boreal forests of Canada showed that fuel loads were closer to
around 25 kg m22 with gravimetric moisture contents
reaching about 400% at saturation, which corresponds
to a water holding capacity of 100 mm (or about 4 in.).
These latter values describing the physical characterization of the layer modeled by the DC are currently
used in the FWI System. The original scale of the SMI
remains internal to the calculation of the index itself;
however, a generic conversion to absolute moisture
content requires a unit of SMI to be equivalent to 0.5%
moisture content (gravimetric). For the sake of comparisons between the daily and the new monthly model,
we will briefly present the calculation method for the
daily DC value as it is used throughout Canada.
The DC is a simple moisture bookkeeping system that
uses an estimate of maximum daily temperature to estimate a day’s potential evapotranspiration, following
the method of Thornthwaite and Mather (1955), and
daily rainfall to track increases in wetness of the layer.
Potential evapotranspiration E (which in the DC has
been scaled to be a unitless quantity) during day d is
given by
Ed 5 0.36(T 1 2.8) 1 Lf ,

(1a)

where T is the 1200 LST observation of air temperature
(8C) and Lf is the standard day length adjustment factor. Operational fire weather observations are traditionally made at 1200 LST, and so Turner (1972) and
Van Wagner (1987) used a simple estimate of the difference between noon and maximum temperature in
the formulation of the DC: maximum temperature was
estimated to be noon observation plus 2.88C. Thus, if
observations of the maximum temperature (Tmx) are
available, Eq. (1a) is replaced with
Ed 5 0.36(T mx ) 1 Lf .

(1b)

The Lf factor varies by month and is equal to January–
March 5 21.6, April 5 0.9, May 5 3.8, June 5 5.8, July 5
6.4, August 5 5.0, September 5 2.4, October 5 0.4, and
November and December 5 21.6. Only values of T .
22.88C are used in the model; if temperature is less than
this value, then it should be set to 22.88C. Similarly,
using the formula in Eq. (1b), only values of Tm . 0
should be used. If E becomes negative because of negative values of Lf, then it should be set to 0.
The effect of any rain r (mm) is added to yesterday’s
value of the Drought Code, DC0 (unitless), and the
moisture equivalent in the layer after rain Qr (unitless)
is calculated as
Qr 5 800e(
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DC0 /400)

1 3.937REFF

if

r . 2.8

(2a)

or
Qr 5 800e(

DC0 /400)

if

r # 2.8.

(2b)

In these equations, r is the total daily rainfall (mm) and
is reduced to an effective rainfall after canopy and surface fuel interception using REFF 5 0.83r 1.27. If Qr .
800 in Eq. (2a), then Qr 5 800.
The new Drought Code value is then calculated as
DC 5 400 ln (800/Qr ) 1 0.5Ed .

(3)

There are no absolute guidelines as to the meaning of
the DC values but, generally speaking, values below 200
are considered low while values around 300 may be
considered moderate in most parts of the country. A
rough rule of thumb used by fire managers across the
country is that a DC rating of 400 or more indicates that
fire will involve burning of deep subsurface and heavy
fuels. The DC generally peaks in mid- to late August,
beyond which it either declines or maintains the same
value (during extreme years with late-season fires, this
does not always hold true) (McAlpine 1990; Girardin
et al. 2004b). The reversal in August is only attributed to
a change in day length, and is not a function of seasonal
precipitation.
In boreal forests with considerable overwinter precipitation, the DC is considered saturated (reset to zero)
because of melting snowpack in the spring and it is
typically assigned a value of 15 (indicating 3 days of drying under standard conditions) at the date of weather
station startup. In regions or cases where this assumption
cannot be counted on (e.g., western Canada), an overwintering adjustment is calculated and the DC starting
value (DCs ) for the season may be obtained from
Qs 5 aQf 1 b(3.94rw ),

(4)

where Qf is the final autumn moisture equivalent (normally set at 31 October: the end of the official fire season in many jurisdictions), rw is winter precipitation
(mm), Qs is the starting spring moisture equivalent, and
a and b are empirical constants representing the carryover
fraction of last autumn’s moisture and the effectiveness
of winter precipitation in recharging moisture reserves
in spring, respectively (Van Wagner 1987; Lawson and
Dalrymple 1996). The Qf is calculated from the conversion equation
Qf 5 800e(

DCf /400)

,

(5)

where DCf is final autumn DC. The spring starting
value DCs is obtained from the conversion equation
DCs 5 400 ln (800/Qs ).

(6)
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Because of insufficient data on the soil properties needed
to determine constants a and b at each location, we did
not apply the ‘‘overwintering’’ model in this work. In
this analysis, the DC layer was assumed to be fully recharged on 30 April of each year. We did, however,
carry out a sensitivity analysis (described later) to examine the effect of this adjustment.

b. Monthly version of the drought code
With the long response time in the DC model (e.g., 62
days at 158C, 44 days at 308C), and the linear relationships between both temperature and evapotranspiration
as well as rainfall and SMI, it seems logical that the calculation of the DC could be generalized using monthly
means and still retain its ability to capture moisture
trends in deep organic layers. In fact, the Thornthwaite
model of potential evapotranspiration used as the basis
for the DC was developed for monthly mean temperature and total precipitation; thus it is not too great a leap
to develop a monthly Drought Code value using the
existing formula. We propose the following methodological modification to the daily DC to allow its approximation using monthly data.
Potential evapotranspiration E (unitless quantity) over
month m is given by
Em 5 N[0.36(T mx ) 1 Lf ],

(7)

where T mx is the monthly mean of daily maximum
temperatures (8C), Lf is the standard day length adjustment factor, and N is the number of days in the
month. In this formula, instead of using an approximate
adjustment for the difference between noon and maximum temperature, we use the average maximum daily
temperature directly. Only values of T mx . 08C are used
in the model; if a temperature mean is less than this
value, then it should be set to 08C. If Em becomes negative because of negative values of Lf, then it is set to 0.
To try to reduce the potential bias that may arise if the
forest floor becomes saturated in spring after heavy rain,
we assume that the total monthly rainfall (rm) occurs in
the middle of the month. While it is of course not generally true, this assumption seems more appropriate
than placing rainfall either at the start or end of the
calculation period. This assumption should only influence early spring values when the forest floor is near
saturation. By assuming that only drying takes place
over the first half of the month, we calculate
DCHALF 5 MDC0 1 0.25Em .

(8)

The effect of rain is added to the DC calculated for the
middle of the month, DCHALF:

Qmr 5 800e(

DCHALF /400)
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1 3.937RMEFF ,

(9)

where RMEFF 5 0.83rm . If Qmr . 800 in Eq. (9), then
Qmr should be set equal to 800.
The MDCm value (unitless) would then be calculated
as
MDCm 5 400 ln (800/Qmr ) 1 0.25Em .

(10)

MDCm represents an estimate of the DC value at the
end of the month for which total rainfall and mean
temperature apply. To find a mean value for the month,
MDC0 (the MDC from the end of the previous month)
and MDCm should be averaged:
MDC 5 (MDC0 1 MDCm )/2.

(11)

The MDC quantity becomes more easily comparable to
monthly means of the daily DC obtained from Eq. (3).
When calculating the next month’s MDC, the value of
MDCm from the previous month then becomes the new
MDC0. As in the DC formula, the MDC layer was assumed in this work to be fully recharged in April of each
year.

3. Temperature and precipitation data
We compared the original formula of the DC [Eq. (3)]
with the modified calculation [Eq. (11)] using the following data. Daily maximum temperatures (8C) and precipitation (mm) were collected over the period 19002
2006 at four locations across Canada (Table 1). Missing
daily data were obtained for the location by interpolating daily weather data from nearby weather stations
using the weather generator of BioSIM, which adjusts
the weather data for differences in latitude, longitude,
and elevation (Régnière and Bolstad 1994; Régnière
1996). Monthly means of daily maximum temperature
and total monthly precipitation were obtained from the
average and sum of the daily quantities, respectively.

4. MDC across Canada over 190122002
In our application of the MDC to evaluate long-term
changes in climate and wildfire risk in Canada, we used
Climatic Research Unit (CRU) total monthly precipitation and monthly maximum temperature data (CRU
TS 2.1 data; Mitchell and Jones 2005) interpolated into a
0.58 latitude 3 0.58 longitude grid covering the 19012
2002 period. The MDC over Canada was calculated
for each grid cell (total of 6171 cells) and the percentage
of areas experiencing July drought (defined as any
areas where July MDC exceeds a given threshold) was
computed for each year over 190122002. Long-term
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TABLE 1. Study locations. Mean of seasonal averages of daily maximum temperatures and mean of seasonal precipitation totals are also
shown (period: 1900–2006).

Location

Province

Lat

Lon

Elev
MSL (m)

Avg
temperature
May–October
(8C)

Bagotville
Thunder Bay
Dauphin
Fort McMurray

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Alberta

48.338N
48.378N
51.108N
56.658N

71.008W
89.338W
100.058W
111.228W

159
199
305
369

18.4
18.4
19.9
17.6

changes in the percentage index were detected using
regime shift detection on a sliding 30-yr window with
correction for serial persistence in data (Rodionov
2006). This analysis allows us to verify that changes in
the mean from one period to another are not just the
manifestation of a red noise [i.e., AR(1)] process (probability s 5 0.05; outliers weight parameter 5 6; IP4
method for red noise correction). Regime shifts detection
was also carried out on the countrywide mean of MDC
and on regional records of MDC.
Linear trends of MDC for each grid cell and on regional records of MDC were also examined for 19012
2002 and 195122002 using least squares linear regressions (Zar 1999). Goodness of fit was described by the
correlation coefficient R. Significance was tested against
the null hypothesis that the trend is different from zero,
using a variant of the t test with an estimate of the effective sample size that takes into account the presence
of serial persistence in data (von Storch and Zwiers 1999,
their sections 8.2.3 and 6.6.8). When necessary, MDC
data were ranked prior to analysis to satisfy the normality
distribution requirement in model residuals (Zar 1999).
One of the prerequisites for the development of the
MDC was that it could be used reliably as an approximation of fire-conducive climate variability over broad
areas and over time. This implies that MDC should
correlate well with the area burned at locations where
wildfire risk is high (i.e., northwestern Canada; Stocks
et al. 2003). As a means of verification, large forest fire
(size . 200 ha) statistics from the Canadian Large Fire
Data Base (LFDB; Stocks et al. 2003) were used in a
composite-plus-scale analysis (Mann et al. 2005; Lee
et al. 2008). The LFDB contains information on start
location, estimated ignition date, cause, and final size of
each fire. These large fires represent only a very small
percentage of the fires in Canada (about 3%) but account for most (.97%) of the area burned (Stocks et al.
2003). First, fires were compiled for Canada, producing
a time series of annual area burned (AAB, in ha) covering the period 1959–99. Shapiro–Wilk normality tests
indicated right-skewness in AAB frequency distribu-

Precipitation totals
May–October
(mm)

November–April
(mm)

545.1
448.9
335.9
318.0

368.9
224.2
137.6
123.0

tions (P 5 0.000, where P values below 0.05 are considered small enough to declare the fit with the normal
curve poor). The logarithmic transformation (LOG)
was found to provide an adequate data transformation
to meet the normality requirement (after LOG transformation: P . 0.200). Next, Spearman rank correlation
coefficients k were computed between July MDC grid
cells and the AAB time series. The annual values xj of a
spatial average of all July MDC grid cells, weighted with
the coefficients k and the cosine of latitude, were then
linearly fitted with the LOG-transformed AAB yj using
least squares linear regression (Zar 1999):
yj 5 a 1 b1 x1j 1 «j ,

(12)

where b1 is the regression coefficient and «j is the error.
Model residuals were tested for the presence of serial
persistence, of a constant variance, and of a normal
distribution (Zar 1999). Finally, the LOG-transformed
AAB estimates obtained from Eq. (12) were translated
into arithmetic units (ha) by applying a conversion
function with correction for the skewness bias in AAB
(Baskerville 1971; Girardin et al. 2006a):
2/

^yj 5 10ey^j 1^s 2 ,

(13)

where s
^ 2 is the variance of LOG-transformed AAB
estimates y^j (log ha), and ^yj is the estimated AAB (ha).
The MDC datasets for Canada may be obtained by
contacting Martin P. Girardin. A proprietary Statistical
Analysis Software (SAS) software source code and an
executable file (program SimMDC, compiled using Visual C11 8.0) for computation of MDC on CRU TS 2.1
data are also available on request.

5. Results
a. DC versus MDC
Biases associated with changes from daily to monthly
calculations of the DC were explored by regressing time
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FIG. 1. MDC [Eq. (11)] vs monthly means of the daily DC mean [Eq. (3)] for four locations
across Canada over the 190022006 period. Months under analysis are May–October (n 5 642
data points). A least squares linear regression (gray line) is shown along with the model R2.
Refer to Table 1 for information on these locations.

series of monthly MDC against those of monthly means
of the daily DC at four locations across Canada (period
of analysis is 190022006). Averages and variances of
the monthly means of the daily DC and of the MDC for
the whole period were also computed (hereinafter referred to as climatological average and variance statistics). Shapiro–Wilk normality tests were also computed
to verify that the distributions of monthly averages of
the daily DC and of MDC did not depart from normality. In this test, P values of the order of 0.050 were
considered small enough to declare the fit with the
normal curve poor.
Globally, we found that the MDC yielded an excellent fit against the monthly means of the daily DC, with
model R2 ranging from 0.87 to 0.95 (Fig. 1). The
amount of shared variance was lower in locations characterized by higher precipitation regimes (i.e., Bagotville
and Thunder Bay). An analysis at the monthly time step
(Fig. 2) showed that the prediction error was essentially
distributed during late spring and early summer months
(May–July). For locations in central and western Canada, for instance, the amount of shared variance remained above 70% in all months of the year, and in
some circumstances reached 93%. In eastern locations,
however, R2 values were as low as 0.58 (Fig. 2).

Shapiro–Wilk normality tests allowed us to identify a
tendency of the MDC calculation to yield a skewed
distribution of the monthly values, more so than the DC
calculation (Table 2). The bias is particularly important

FIG. 2. Spearman rank correlation coefficients squared (R2)
computed between MDC and monthly means of the daily DC over
190022006 for each calendar month [May (M)–October (O)].
Refer to Table 1 for information on these locations.
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TABLE 2. Average and variance of monthly means of daily DC
and of MDC, 1900–2006 period. The SW statistics and P values
refer to the Shapiro–Wilk normality test; the fit with the normal
curve is declared poor (test ‘‘failed’’) if P value , 0.050.
Location
Bagotville

Month
May
June
July
August
September
October

Thunder
Bay

May
June
July
August
September
October

Dauphin
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May
June
July
August
September
October

Fort
May
McMurray
June
July
August
September
October

Avg Variance
Index (units) (units)

SW

P value

DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC
DC
MDC

0.98
0.84
0.98
0.91
0.98
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.85
0.99
0.83
0.99
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.93
0.99
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98

0.052
Failed
0.076
Failed
0.059
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
0.425
Failed
0.287
Failed
0.112
0.237
0.759
0.675
0.433
0.510
Failed
Failed
0.269
Failed
0.676
Failed
Failed
0.052
0.113
0.054
0.908
0.623
0.392
0.808
0.535
Failed
0.415
0.105
0.936
0.430
0.845
0.539
0.484
0.429
0.419
0.124

47.8
48.1
110.3
112.0
152.3
163.1
183.8
192.3
174.6
169.8
115.8
104.3
50.6
49.9
120.0
121.5
187.8
195.6
240.3
244.7
223.9
230.7
183.0
174.0
65.9
62.3
154.2
148.7
235.7
240.1
321.0
320.1
345.2
338.1
342.2
313.4
71.1
63.4
168.1
152.6
233.1
225.3
293.6
281.6
320.9
297.5
327.5
275.6

373.1
80.7
1856.3
633.5
3392.9
1819.6
5790.2
3676.6
6624.5
4175.5
6254.3
3559.0
310.6
113.7
2059.8
861.0
4657.0
2218.5
5991.6
3687.4
8430.2
5489.1
11 460.0
7363.8
464.1
299.0
3200.9
1528.9
7794.1
4334.0
10 497.7
7194.6
15 612.0
11 086.6
18 332.9
13 338.9
250.6
210.0
1927.4
1149.9
5043.1
2853.2
7936.4
5489.5
12 796.2
8628.5
15 608.4
10 773.1

in the eastern locations under study (i.e., Bagotville and
Thunder Bay) (Table 2). Analyses of the long-term
monthly climatological averages further allowed us to
identify a systematic underestimation of drought severity
at the Fort McMurray location during all months of the
year (Fig. 3; Table 2). Underestimation of drought
severity was also apparent at the Dauphin location dur-

ing late-summer months. At all locations, variance was
systematically underestimated by the MDC (Table 2). In
section 5b, we present an application of the MDC to the
analysis of summer moisture availability across Canada
over the twentieth century.

b. MDC values for Canada
The aim of this section is to present an initial analysis
of maps and trends of the July MDC for Canada for the
period of 1901–2002. The time lag of the DC, and hence
of the MDC, is long enough so that July records integrate the influence of the two previous months [i.e., May
and June (see Girardin et al. 2004b)]. Over 82% of the
area burned (or 76% of all fires of size . 200 ha) in
Canada from 1959 to 1999 did so during these three
months (Stocks et al. 2003). Girardin et al. (2006a) also
found that the July DC was a good predictor of area
burned and of the number of fires on the Boreal Shield,
explaining about 45% of the variance in their annual
calculations.
First, for the four locations outlined in Table 1, July
MDC computed from meteorological station data and
from CRU data were entered in least squares linear
regressions (on ranked data) to verify the existence of
potential deviation. Goodness of fit was described by
the coefficient of determination (R2). Globally, the
MDC values computed from CRU data did not differ
much from data obtained using the weather generator
of BioSIM, except in periods when data were scarce
(prior to the 1920s). For the 190122002 period, the
amount of shared variance varied from 50% at Bagotville to 67% at Dauphin. Over 195122002, it ranged
from 93% at Fort McMurray to 68% at Bagotville
and 51% at Thunder Bay. For the whole 190122002
period, Durbin–Watson statistics revealed small trends
in model residuals at the Fort McMurray and Thunder
Bay locations (D-W . 1.48; AR(1) , 0.22); no trend
was detected over the shorter period of 195122002.
The map of the 190122002 mean of July MDC shows
a distinct geographic pattern (Fig. 4). Locations along
the Pacific Coast and in northeastern Canada are characterized by climates that are less conducive to fires
(low July MDC), whereas locations east of the Rockies
and in the southern interior of British Columbia are
found to be more drought-prone (Fig. 4). It is important
to remember that in our analysis we have not accounted
for overwintering effects of the DC. Therefore, in regions
where drought carries over from year to year (discussed
later), MDC values may appear lower than mean DC
values commonly encountered by fire agencies.
As demonstrated in Fig. 5a, the July MDC averaged
over Canada experienced strong decadal-scale variability. The 1920s to the early 1960s stand out as a persistent
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FIG. 3. Climatological averages of MDC and of monthly means of the daily DC, per month, for
the 190022006 period. Months under analysis are May (M)–October (O).

and exceptionally dry period, whereas the mid-1960s to
the late 1980s were relatively humid. The percentage of
area experiencing extreme drought (MDC . 280 units)
has not changed over the course of the past century

(Fig. 6). In contrast, the percentage of area affected by
moderate drought (MDC . 120) declined around the
1960s, and increased back to previous levels during the
1990s (Fig. 6). Note that the upward trend in the first

FIG. 4. Mean July MDC over Canada, 190122002 period. Scale (unitless) ranges from moist
(blue, MDC , 139) to dry (yellow, MDC . 245).
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FIG. 5. (a) Mean Canadian July MDC. The values are a spatial
average of all grid cells, weighted with the cosine of the lat. The
solid line shows a 10-yr low-pass filter (order 4); the dashed line
shows long-term changes in mean as detected using the sequential
algorithm method {Rodionov 2006; 30-yr window with a red noise
[i.e., AR(1)] parameter set to 0.07}. The three driest and wettest
years on record are 1961, 1955, 1958, and 1957, 1978, 1993, respectively (omitting the portion earlier than 1920). (b) Std dev.

decade (Figs. 5, 6) could partially be related to a bias
associated with a decrease in the variance in precipitation data. Meteorological data at high spatial resolution
are not available for this period, and data were interpolated from surrounding stations. This procedure tends to
suppress extreme values in the datasets (van der Schrier
et al. 2006). There was otherwise no evidence of change
in spatial variability (standard deviation) of MDC over
the 190122002 period (Fig. 5b).
Spatial patterns of July MDC changes for the 19012
2002 and 195122002 periods are illustrated in Fig. 7. For
the century-long period, drying is statistically significant
in northern Canada. As indicated by the regime shift
detection, drought severity has increased by nearly 20
units in northwestern Canada since the 1980s (Fig. 8b).
The trend at that location was also significant using a
least squares linear fit (P 5 0.030). Conversely, locations
south of the Hudson Bay, in the eastern Maritimes, and
in western Canada recorded a trend toward decreasing
dryness (Fig. 7). This holds for individual grid cells and
for regional records (Figs. 8a,c; least squares linear fit: P ,
0.050). Patterns of changes over 192122001 (not shown)
were similar to those of 190122002, albeit the trend
toward increasing dryness northwest of the Hudson Bay
failed to be significant at the 5% level (passed the 10%
level).
When analyzed over the recent period, only a few
locations showed significant changes in drought severity
(less than 4% of all cells, hence less than expected by
chance alone). The trend over western Canada for individual grid cells was not as spatially extensive as that

FIG. 6. Percentage of area experiencing moderate (MDC . 120)
to extreme (MDC . 280) July droughts in Canada. The solid line
shows a 10-yr low-pass filter (order 4). The dashed line shows longterm changes in mean as detected using the sequential algorithm
method [Rodionov 2006; 30-yr window with AR(1) parameters
from top to bottom set to 0.24, 0.15, 0.00, and 0.00].

detected for the century-long period, and did not hold
for western Canada as a whole (Fig. 8a; least squares
linear fit over 195122002: P 5 0.188). In eastern Canada, trends in drought severity during the recent period
also failed to pass the 5% significance level. This holds
for individual grid cells (Fig. 7) and for eastern Canada
as a whole, despite a positive shift in mean MDC in 1995
(Fig. 8c; least squares linear fit: P 5 0.191). Drought severity in northwestern Canada recorded a significant
increase from 1951 to 2002 (least squares linear fit: P 5
0.048) with a significant change in the mean MDC in
1983 (Fig. 8b; regime shift detection).
In general, the maps indicate that differences in
trends between locations and periods can be important,
and that trends can hardly be distinguished from the
(multi) decadal variability when analyzed over a short
period. In section 5c, we demonstrate that the annual
area burned in Canada from 1959 to 1999 was closely
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FIG. 7. Linear trends of July MDC for (a) 190122002 and (b) 195122002 as detected using
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (for skewness bias). Correlation scale ranges from
decreasing drought severity (blue) to increasing dryness (yellow). Trends significant at the 5%
level are indicated by black dots.

related to summer variability in the moisture content of
deep layers of the forest floor.

c. MDC and area burned in Canada
The correlation pattern in Fig. 9 shows how the annual area burned in Canada is related to July MDC.
Over 18% of the grid cells showed significant correlation with AAB, which is more than expected by chance
alone. Significant correlations were found across broad
areas of the Canadian boreal forest, including areas of

the Boreal Shield (southwest of the Hudson Bay), Taiga
Shield West, Taiga Plains, Boreal Cordillera, and Taiga
Cordillera (all located in northwestern Canada). The
west-to-east pattern highlighted by the positive correlation field was essentially located in ecozones where
about 75% of AAB occurred during the period of analysis. Furthermore, the AAB estimates obtained from
composite-plus-scale analysis [Eq. (12)] show excellent fit
against the observations: 63% of the variance (P , 0.001)
in LOG-transformed AAB observations was recovered
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6. Discussion
a. Predictive skills of the MDC

FIG. 8. Regional July MDC records. Coordinates refer to upperleft and lower-right corners of the gridcell domains. The solid line
shows a 10-yr low-pass filter (order 4). The dashed line shows longterm changes in mean as detected using the sequential algorithm
method [Rodionov 2006; 30-yr window with AR(1) parameters set
to (a) 0.00, (b) 0.13, and (c) 0.00]. The dotted line shows linear
trends of MDC for 1901–2002 (P value is indicated; all three regression models passed the Durbin–Watson, normality, and constant variance tests): the linear trends are, respectively, (a) 20.37,
(b) 10.20, and (c) 20.26 MDC (units yr21).

by the estimates (Table 3). If scaled into arithmetic units
[Eq. (13)], it is 60% of the variance that is recovered
(Fig. 9). The positive linear trend that characterizes
AAB observations over 1959299 (P , 0.001) is also well
recovered by our estimates (albeit weaker at P 5 0.028).
In comparison, 22% of the variance (P 5 0.002) in the
LOG-transformed AAB was explained by the percentage of area experiencing extreme July drought (MDC .
280; Fig. 6), and 16% (P 5 0.011) by the percentage of
area experiencing MDC . 200. In another analysis, we
found that the substitution in Eq. (12) of AAB for the
annual number of large forest fires in Canada (FireOcc)
also yielded excellent results: 67% of the annual variance in Canadian FireOcc was recovered by the MDC
data.

Globally, we found that the MDC yields an excellent
fit against the monthly means of the daily DC. The
goodness of fit was lower at locations characterized by
higher precipitation regimes (i.e., eastern Canada) and
during late spring and early summer months. The calculated MDC may be different from the calculated
value of monthly mean of daily DC for the same dataset
for several reasons. First, in early spring, the DC can
become saturated after a heavy rainfall, and any excess
moisture that falls as rainfall at that point is lost to the
system as runoff (Girardin et al. 2004b). In the daily
model it is assumed that all rainfall occurred prior to the
drying for that day (i.e., any rainfall measured occurred
overnight). The monthly model must use a date with
which to associate rainfall, and we have chosen the
middle of the month to try to reduce bias. This bias may
explain the lower R2 observed in spring in eastern locations where precipitation is more abundant. Second,
there tends to be some differences between MDC and
monthly means of the daily DC because the effective
rainfall function (REFF) differs. We have maintained the
reduction in rainfall that is used in the DC model (83%),
which overall should lead to reasonable correspondence between effective rainfall in the daily and monthly
models. However, in the daily model, light rain (#2.8
mm) does not influence the value of the DC [Eq. (2b)].
When summarized over a month, however, the character of these daily rain events gets lost. Thus, a series of
light rainfalls of ,2.8 mm each but totaling over 2.8 mm
would have no effect on the daily DC value, but their
cumulative effect would lower the MDC if we used the
same rainfall function in the two models. Therefore,
because the MDC includes these rainfalls, we would
expect it to slightly underestimate the corresponding
monthly mean of daily DC values in general. Furthermore, the intercept term in the rain function in Eq. (2a)
(the value of 1.27 mm that is subtracted from rainfall) is
applied to each rainfall case above 2.8 mm in the daily
model; if we used the original rainfall function in the
monthly model it would be applied only once, and as
such it would have a very small impact.
In general, the influence of these light rainfalls included in the monthly rainfall total could lead to MDC
underestimating DC as demonstrated in Table 2. Nonetheless, the high R2 values obtained in the monthly
correlation analyses tend to suggest that year-to-year
variability in monthly quantities remains relatively unaffected by the various sources of error through most of
the year (except in spring). Therefore, the modified calculation model is well suitable for generating summer
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FIG. 9. (a) Correlation pattern between the total annual area burned in Canada by large
forest fires (size . 200 ha) and July MDC (1959–99). Correlations significant at the 5% level are
indicated by black dots. (b) Total annual area burned in Canada predicted from July MDC
using the composite-plus-scale analysis, plotted against the observations.

drought indexes that can be submitted for climate risk
analysis (i.e., detection of long-term changes in mean, in
the occurrence rate of extreme drought events, or in
drought spatial extents). However, the proposed MDC
formula tends to frequently produce a skewness bias in
monthly time series, more so than the DC formula. For
this reason, nonparametric tests (Zar 1999), or parametric tests that correct the skewness bias (Mudelsee
2000; Mudelsee and Alkio 2007), are more likely to be
necessary when analyzing these data (albeit the bias
is less important in the summer-months MDC time
series).
The applicability of the MDC formula to wildfire studies is well demonstrated by our composite-plus-scale
analysis. Indeed, the annual values of the spatial average
of all July MDC grid cells showed an excellent fit against
Canadian fire statistics: 60% of the variance in the

Canada-wide annual area burned and 67% in the annual
number of large forest fires from 1959299 was explained
by July moisture availability (Fig. 9). The goodness of fit
of MDC to the area burned and number of fires is better
than reported in other studies that made use of the DC
(e.g., Flannigan et al. 2005; Girardin et al. 2006a). This
is largely due to the fact that using the countrywide
aggregate provided a ‘‘statistical smoothing’’ of the fire
and weather statistics, attenuating local extremes and
other factors affecting fire behavior (e.g., probability
of ignition), and enhancing climate patterns that were
synoptic and seasonal in scale.

b. Overwintering adjustment
Drought and its severity have been numerically defined in various ways using indices that integrate temperature, precipitation, and other variables that affect
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TABLE 3. Summary statistics of the least squares linear fit between the total annual area burned in Canada by large forest fires
(size . 200 ha; logarithmic transformed) and annual values of a
spatial average of all July MDC grid cells.
Statistics
Period of analysis
Sample size (N)
Correlation R
Linear model R2
Std error of estimates
Durbin–Watson statistic
First-order autocorrelation (R)
Normality test (P value)
Constant variance test (P value)
Regression coefficient (b1)
Intercept (s)

1959–99
41
0.79
0.63
0.25
1.52
0.21
0.95
0.33
0.27
3.36

evapotranspiration and soil moisture. For instance, the
Palmer drought severity index is a measure of regional
moisture availability that has been used extensively to
study droughts and wet spells in the contiguous United
States and in other parts of the world (Briffa et al. 1994;
Dai et al. 2004; van der Schrier et al. 2006). In Canada,
the summer PDSI averaged for the entire country indicates dry conditions during the 1940s and 1950s,
generally wet conditions from the 1960s to 1995, and dry
conditions after 1995 (Shabbar and Skinner 2004). This
long-term pattern of drying and wetting inferred from
the PDSI is qualitatively consistent with our countrywide averages of MDC grid cells (presented in Fig. 5).
In fact, the two records integrate the same field capacity
of 100 mm, which may explain the close agreement.
However, the MDC time series show more year-to-year
variability (less red noise) than the PDSI (e.g., van der
Schrier et al. 2006) due to the fact that, unlike the PDSI,
the formula of the MDC does not overwinter drought
from one year to the next, nor does it integrate winter
precipitation. Although overwintering capacity is implemented in the PDSI, the calculation of the index
does not account for precipitation in the form of snow; it
assumes all precipitation to be in the liquid phase and
made available to the soils in winter (van der Schrier et al.
2006). Also, the PDSI calculation takes no account of
changes in the potential water-holding capacity of the
soils when the ground freezes (van der Schrier et al. 2006).
While the assumption of a fully recharged MDC layer
in spring may hold for large parts of the country (where
total November–April precipitation exceeds 200 mm;
Table 1; Lawson and Dalrymple 1996), in western and
northern Canada, overwintering is commonly required.
Girardin et al. (2006a) found that on the Boreal Shield,
the area burned and the number of large forest fires was
significantly correlated with the previous year’s DC
values. The authors attributed this lagged effect to a po-
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tential overwintering of drought. Xiao and Zhuang (2007)
have also linked the annual area burned in Canada to
the percentage of area affected by droughts as inferred
from the PDSI (as done in this study). Their correlation
(R 2 5 0.24) was similar to ours (R 2 5 0.22) despite the
seasonal carryover implemented in the Dai et al. (2004)
PDSI data. So seemingly the addition of a drought
overwintering does not improve the fit between soil
moisture availability and countrywide area burned.
As a means of evaluating the importance of the previous
year’s moisture and winter precipitation on current year
wildfires, we recorrelated the countrywide AAB record
with the previous year’s MDC and winter (November2
April) precipitation for each grid cell (analysis not shown).
Less than 2% of all cells showed significant positive correlation with the previous year’s July MDC (results not
shown); these correlations were essentially distributed
across the Boreal Shield and Boreal Plains ecozones.
Negative correlations were recorded in 4.7% of all grid
cells; these were distributed in regions not (or minimally)
affected by fire. These results were no better when the
previous year’s October MDC was used as a predictor:
1.5% of all grid cells showed significant positive correlation
with AAB and 6.7% showed negative correlation (distributed in the vicinity of the Hudson Bay area in regions
minimally affected by fires). Results on winter precipitation were not conclusive either. That being said, it is
possible that at regional levels the local fire activity is
closely related to the previous year’s drought conditions.
Follow-up analyses should attempt to apply the DC
overwintering model [Eq. (4)] to the MDC across broad
areas. This parameterization will require the development of datasets for each of the 0.58 3 0.58 grid cells on
soil moisture depletion in fall and winter, drainage class
(poor, moderate, or well drained), time of ground frost,
possibility of infiltration of the melting snowpack, and
possibility of rapid runoff prior to melting of ground frost
(Lawson and Dalrymple 1996). A sensitivity analysis in
which empirical constants [Eq. (4)] were subjectively set
suggested that the evaluation of long-term trends in
MDC for the past century was not critical to the overwintering adjustment (Fig. 10). The main source of difference was in the presence of a red noise bias in the
adjusted MDC. In contrast, the magnitude of the climatological average was shown to be severely impacted in
regions of insufficient winter precipitation: adjusted
MDC at the Fort McMurray location (Fig. 10a) nearly
reached the 280 mark, which is considered extreme for
July. While the adjustment might not significantly impact
evaluation of year-to-year July MDC variability and
synoptic-scale features, the information may be valuable
for the characterization of drought regimes in northwestern locations. An overwintering adjustment may also
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FIG. 10. July MDC records for (a) Fort McMurray and (b)
Thunder Bay (Table 1) before and after applying an overwintering
adjustment using program SimMDC [Eq. (4)]. Overwintering empirical constants a and b were subjectively set to 0.75 (area subject
to bare ground in winter) and 0.50 (well-drained soils), respectively
(see Lawson and Dalrymple 1996). The Spearman R 2 between
MDC records over the 1901–2002 period is shown. Linear trends of
MDC are also shown (P , 0.01 for the Thunder Bay location).

be critical for evaluation of the impact of climate change
on fire regimes if important changes in winter precipitation amounts should occur.

c. Linear trends of MDC across Canada
Linear trend analysis of the July MDC grid cells and
regional series (Figs. 7, 8, 9) showed heterogeneous
patterns of drought changes across Canada since the early
twentieth century. Both eastern and western Canada
have recorded significant decreases in July drought severity. On the other hand, northwestern Canada has
recorded a positive shift in its mean July drought severity in the 1980s.
In general, the long-term changes in July MDC
recorded in this study are coherent with the reported
changes in fire activity in Canada. In the northwest, the
frequency of large fire years and, consequently, annual
area burned have been steadily increasing since 1970
(Kasischke and Turetsky 2006). Deeper seasonal thawing
as a consequence of global warming is anticipated to
further accelerate this trend. Conversely, the most important trend in July MDC was recorded in western
Canada, with an estimated reduction of 0.37 unit yr21.
Synchronous to this trend is a decrease in the amount of
area burned by forest fires in pine forests in British
Columbia since about 1920, as reconstructed by Taylor
et al. (2006). This later phenomenon has created ideal
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conditions for an unprecedented mountain pine beetle
(Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopk.) outbreak in western
Canada by changing forest composition and structure
(age/size classes) to states more susceptible to the disturbance agent (Taylor et al. 2006). Taylor et al. (2006)
attributed the area burned trend to the effectiveness of
fire suppression, which has steadily increased with the
greater availability of aircraft. However, based on our
analyses of the regional July MDC record (Fig. 8a), we
believe that it is reasonable to suggest that climate
change may have played a leading role in regulating fire
activity over the past century in this province (an opinion already expressed by Masters 1990). A correlation
analysis between the regional July MDC and area
burned in British Columbia (data from Stocks et al.
2003) has indeed indicated that both datasets shared
significant common variance, with an R2 5 0.23 (P ,
0.001). We were able to increase this amount of shared
variance to R2 5 0.42 using the composite-plus-scale
analysis (results not shown). We nonetheless feel the
need to specify that our findings might not apply to locations where there is a distinctly thin or absent deep
duff layer. Eastern Canada also recorded a decrease in
fire activity, a trend that had already been attributed to
the combined influence of climate change and fire suppression (Bergeron and Archambault 1993; Bergeron
et al. 2004; Girardin et al. 2006b). The elevated July
MDC for eastern Canada in 1900–09 and the 1920s (Fig.
8b) notably coincides with a period of important stand
recruitment in the mixed wood boreal forest of southwestern Quebec: about 22% of the forested areas’ origin
from these two decades (Bergeron et al. 2004; Girardin
et al. 2006a).

7. Summary
We presented a methodological modification to the
daily DC to allow its approximation using monthly data.
It was shown that this new Monthly Drought Code has
the ability to capture moisture trends in deep organic
layers. The MDC is not intended to be used in operational situations where daily weather is available to fire
managers; in this case, the daily version of the model
would be far superior. We propose that this model
be used when carrying out seasonal drought characterization analyses where daily data are not available.
Such applications include paleoclimatic reconstruction
of past droughts using tree-ring increment data (e.g.,
Stahle et al. 1985; Cook et al. 2004; Girardin et al. 2004a,
2006b; Li et al. 2007) or modeling of past and future changes in drought regimes using data obtained
from global climate model simulations (Brewer et al.
2007).
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According to our application of the MDC model to
high-resolution Climate Research Unit (CRU) temperature and precipitation data, mean countrywide July
MDC experienced strong (multi) decadal-scale variability. The 1920s through the early 1960s stand out as
a persistent and exceptionally dry period in Canada,
whereas the mid-1960s through the late 1980s were
relatively humid. These changes were not uniformly
distributed. When analyzed over the 190122002 period,
drying was found to be statistically significant in northern Canada. Conversely, locations south of the Hudson
Bay, in the eastern Maritimes, and in western Canada
recorded a trend toward decreasing dryness (Fig. 7).
When analyzed over the 195122002 period, trends could
hardly be distinguished from the (multi) decadal variability.
Data quality at times when meteorological stations
across Canada were rare (particularly north of 558N prior
to 1950) is certainly an issue in our analyses (McKenney
et al. 2006; Trenberth et al. 2007). Furthermore, our
analyses did not take into account overwintering effects
of drought (i.e., where drought carries from year to
year). For these two reasons, the century-long trend
toward increasing dryness in northwestern Canada
should be interpreted with caution. In contrast, for
eastern Canada and British Columbia, meteorological
stations are sufficiently replicated and precipitations are
sufficient to saturate the DC layer in spring. The trend
toward increasing summer moisture content in deep
layers of the forest floor in these two regions is hence
likely to be a robust feature. Trends over these two
regions are also up to now well supported by reconstructions of wildfire activity that indicate a decrease in
the extent of area burned throughout the twentieth
century (Masters 1990; Bergeron and Archambault
1993; Bergeron et al. 2004, 2006; Taylor et al. 2006).
Follow-up studies should look at how the MDC trend
over northwestern Canada holds out when a droughtwinter carryover model (Lawson and Dalrymple 1996)
is implemented in the MDC formula using empirical
constants specific to each location.
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